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14 TRUNCATION AND DUALITY RESULTS FOR HOPF IMAGEALGEBRAS
TEODOR BANICA
Abstract. Associated to an Hadamard matrix H ∈ MN(C) is the spectral measure
µ ∈ P [0, N ] of the corresponding Hopf image algebra, A = C(G) with G ⊂ S+N . We study
here a certain family of discrete measures µr ∈ P [0, N ], coming from the idempotent state
theory of G, which converge in Cesa`ro limit to µ. Our main result is a duality formula
of type
∫ N
0
(x/N)pdµr(x) =
∫ N
0
(x/N)rdνp(x), where µr, νr are the truncations of the
spectral measures µ, ν associated to H,Ht. We prove as well, using these truncations
µr, νr, that for any deformed Fourier matrix H = FM ⊗Q FN we have µ = ν.
Introduction
A complex Hadamard matrix is a square matrix H ∈ MN (C) whose entries are on the
unit circle, |Hij| = 1, and whose rows are pairwise orthogonal. The basic example of such
a matrix is the Fourier one, FN = (w
ij) with w = e2pii/N :
FN =


1 1 1 . . . 1
1 w w2 . . . wN−1
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 wN−1 w2(N−1) . . . w(N−1)
2


In general, the theory of complex Hadamard matrices can be regarded as a “non-
standard” branch of discrete Fourier analysis. For a number of potential applications to
quantum physics and quantum information theory questions, see [4], [8], [10].
Each Hadamard matrix H ∈ MN(C) is known to produce a subfactor M ⊂ R of the
Murray-von Neumann hyperfinite factor R, having index [R : M ] = N . The associated
planar algebra P = (Pk) has a direct description in terms of H , worked out in [7], and a
key problem is that of computing the corresponding Poincare´ series, given by:
f(z) =
∞∑
k=0
dim(Pk)z
k
An alternative approach to this question is via quantum groups [11], [12]. The idea
is that associated to H ∈ MN (C) is a quantum subgroup G ⊂ S+N of Wang’s quantum
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permutation group [9], constructed by using to the Hopf image method, developed in [2].
More precisely, G ⊂ S+N appears via a factorization diagram, as follows:
C(S+N)
pi
//
$$❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
MN (C)
C(G)
ρ
::✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉
Here the upper arrow is defined by pi : uij → Pij = Proj(Hi/Hj), where uij are the
standard generators of C(S+N), and where H1, . . . , HN ∈ TN are the rows of H . The lower
left arrow is by definition transpose to the embedding G ⊂ S+N , and the quantum group
G ⊂ S+N itself is by definition the minimal one producing such a factorization.
With this notion in hand, the problem is that of computing the spectral measure µ of
the main character χ : G → C. This is indeed the same problem as above, because by
Woronowicz’s Tannakian duality [12], f is the Stieltjes transform of µ:
f(z) =
∫
G
1
1− zχ
Here, and in what follows, we use the integration theory developed in [11].
As a basic example, for a Fourier matrix FN the associated quantum group G ⊂ S+N is
the cyclic group ZN , and we therefore have µ = (1− 1N )δ0+ 1N δN in this case. In general,
however, the computation of µ is a quite difficult question. See [3].
In this paper we discuss a certain truncation procedure for the main spectral mea-
sure, coming from the idempotent state theory of the associated quantum group [3], [6].
Consider the following functionals, where ∗ is the convolution, ψ ∗ φ = (ψ ⊗ φ)∆:∫ r
G
= (tr ◦ ρ)∗r
The point with these functionals is that, as explained in [3], we have the following
Cesa`ro limiting result, coming from the general results of Woronowicz in [11]:∫
G
ϕ = lim
k→∞
1
k
k∑
r=1
∫ r
G
ϕ
This formula can be of course used in order to estimate or exactly compute the various
integrals over G, and doing so will be the main idea in the present paper.
At the level of the main character, we have the following result:
Theorem A. The law χ with respect to
∫ r
G
equals the law of the Gram matrix
Xi1...ir,j1...jr =< ξi1...ir , ξj1...jr >
of the norm one vectors ξi1...ir =
1√
N
· Hi1
Hi2
⊗ . . .⊗ 1√
N
· Hir
Hi1
.
Here the law of X is by definition its spectral measure, with respect to the trace.
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Observe that with r → ∞, via the above-mentioned Cesa`ro limiting procedure, we
obtain from the laws in Theorem A the spectral measure µ that we are interested in.
Our second, and main theoretical result, is as follows:
Theorem B. We have the moment/truncation duality formula∫ r
GH
( χ
N
)p
=
∫ p
GHt
( χ
N
)r
where GH , GHt are the quantum groups associated to H,H
t.
This formula, which is quite non-trivial, is probably quite interesting, in connection
with the duality between the quantum groups GH , GH, GHt , GH∗ studied in [1].
As an illustration for the above methods, we will work out the case of the deformed
Fourier matrices, H = FN ⊗Q FM , with the following result:
Theorem C. For H = FN ⊗Q FM we have the self-duality formula∫
GH
ϕ(χ) =
∫
GHt
ϕ(χ)
valid for any parameter matrix Q ∈MM×N(T).
The paper is organized as follows: 1-2 are preliminary sections, and in 3-4-5 we present
the truncation procedure, and we prove Theorems A-B-C above.
Acknowledgements. I would like to thank Julien Bichon, Pierre Fima, Uwe Franz,
Adam Skalski and Roland Vergnioux for several interesting discussions.
1. Hadamard matrices
A complex Hadamard matrix is a matrix H ∈ MN (C) whose entries are on the unit
circle, and whose rows are pairwise orthogonal. The basic example is the Fourier matrix,
FN = (w
ij) with w = e2pii/N . More generally, we have as example the Fourier matrix
FG = FN1 ⊗ . . .⊗ FNk of any finite abelian group G = ZN1 × . . .× ZNk . See [8].
The complex Hadamard matrices are usually regarded modulo equivalence:
Definition 1.1. Two complex Hadamard matrices H,K ∈ MN (C) are called equivalent,
and we write H ∼ K, if one can pass from one to the other by permuting the rows and
columns, or by multiplying these rows and columns by numbers in T.
As explained in the introduction, each complex Hadamard matrix produces a subfactor
M ⊂ R of the Murray-von Neumann hyperfinite factor R, having index [R : M ] = N ,
which can be understood in terms of quantum groups. Indeed, let us call “magic” any
square matrix u = (uij) whose entries are projections (p = p
2 = p∗), summing up to 1 on
each row and column. We have then the following key definition, due to Wang [9]:
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Definition 1.2. C(S+N) is the universal C
∗-algebra generated by the entries of a N ×N
magic matrix u = (uij), with comultiplication, counit and antipode maps defined on the
standard generators by ∆(uij) =
∑
k uik ⊗ ukj, ε(uij) = δij and S(uij) = uji.
As explained in [9], this algebra satisfies Woronowicz’s axioms in [11], and so S+N is a
compact quantum group, called quantum permutation group. Since the functions vij :
SN → C given by vij(σ) = δiσ(j) form a magic matrix, we have a quotient map C(S+N)→
C(SN), which corresponds to an embedding SN ⊂ S+N . This embedding is an isomorphism
at N = 1, 2, 3, but not at N ≥ 4, where S+N is not finite. See [9].
The link with the Hadamard matrices comes from:
Definition 1.3. Associated to an Hadamard matrix H ∈MN(T) is the minimal quantum
group G ⊂ S+N producing a factorization of type
C(S+N)
pi
//
$$❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
MN (C)
C(G)
ρ
::✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉
where pi : uij → Pij = Proj(Hi/Hj), where H1, . . . , HN ∈ TN are the rows of H.
Here the fact that pi is indeed well-defined follows from the fact that P = (Pij) is
magic, which comes from the fact that the rows of H are pairwise orthogonal. As for the
existence and uniqueness of the quantum group G ⊂ S+N as in the statement, this comes
from Hopf algebra theory, by dividing C(S+N) by a suitable ideal. See [2].
At the level of examples, it is known that the Fourier matrix FG produces the group G
itself. In general, the computation of G is a quite difficult question. See [3].
At a theoretical level, it is known that the above-mentioned subfactorM ⊂ R associated
to H appears as a fixed point subfactor associated to G. See [1].
In what follows we will rather use a representation-theoretic formulation of this latter
result. Let u = (uij) be the fundamental representation of G.
Definition 1.4. We let µ ∈ P[0, N ] be the law of variable χ =∑i uii, with respect to the
Haar integration functional of C(G).
Note that the main character χ =
∑
i uii being a sum of N projections, we have the
operator-theoretic formula 0 ≤ χ ≤ N , and so supp(µ) ⊂ [0, N ], as stated above.
Observe also that the moments of µ are integers, because we have the following com-
putation, based on Woronowicz’s general Peter-Weyl type results in [11]:∫ N
0
xkdµ(x) =
∫
G
Tr(u)k =
∫
G
Tr(u⊗k) = dim(Fix(u⊗k))
The above moments, or rather the fixed point spaces appearing on the right, can be
computed by using the following fundamental result, from [2]:
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Theorem 1.5. We have an equality of complex vector spaces
Fix(u⊗k) = Fix(P⊗k)
where for X ∈MN(A) we set X⊗k = (Xi1j1 . . . Xikjk)i1...ik,j1...jk .
Now back to the subfactor problematics, it is known from [7] that the planar algebra
associated to H is given by Pk = Fix(P
⊗k). Thus, Theorem 1.5 tells us that the Poincare´
series f(z) =
∑∞
k=0 dim(Pk)z
k is nothing but the Stieltjes transform of µ:
f(z) =
∫
G
1
1− zχ
Summarizing, modulo some standard correspondences, the main subfactor problem
regarding H consists in computing the spectral measure µ in Definition 1.4.
2. Finiteness, duality
We discuss in this section a key issue, namely the formulation of the duality between
the quantum permutation groups associated to the matrices H,H,H t, H∗. Our claim is
that the general scheme for this duality is, roughly speaking, as follows:
H H t
H H∗
=⇒
G Ĝ
Gσ Ĝσ
More precisely, this scheme fully works when the quantum groups are finite. In the
general case the situation is more complicated, as explained in [1].
The results in [1], written some time ago, in the general context of vertex models, and
without using the Hopf image formalism in [2], are in fact not very enlightening in the
Hadamard matrix case. We will present below an updated approach. First, we have:
Proposition 2.1. The matrices P = (Pij) for H,H,H
t, H∗ are related by:
H H t
H H∗
=⇒
(Pij)kl (Pkl)ij
(Pji)kl (Pkl)ji
In addition, we have the formula (Pij)kl = (Pji)lk.
Proof. The magic matrix associated to H is given by Pij = Proj(Hi/Hj). Now since
H → H transforms Hi/Hj → Hj/Hi, we conclude that the magic matrices PH, PH
associated to H,H are related by the formula PHij = P
H
ji , as stated above.
In matrix notation, the formula for the matrix PH is as follows:
(PHij )kl =
1
N
· HikHjl
HilHjk
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Now by replacing H → H t, we obtain the following formula:
(PH
t
ij )kl =
1
N
· HkiHlj
HliHkj
= (PHkl )ij
Finally, the last assertion is clear from the above formula of PH. 
Let us compute now Hopf images. First, regarding the operation H → H , we have:
Proposition 2.2. The quantum groups associated to H,H are related by
GH = G
σ
H
where the Hopf algebra C(Gσ) is C(G) with comultiplication Σ∆, where Σ is the flip.
Proof. Our claim is that, starting from a factorization for H as in Definition 1.3 above,
we can construct a factorization for H, as follows:
uij //
%%❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏
Pij
vij ∈ C(G)
99tttttttttt
=⇒
uij //
%%❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
Pji
vji ∈ C(Gσ)
99sssssssssss
Indeed, observe first that since vij ∈ C(G) are the coefficients of a corepresentation,
then so are the elements vji ∈ C(Gσ). Thus, in order to produce the factorization on
the right, it is enough to take the diagram on the left, and compose at top left with the
canonical map C(S+N)→ C(S+σN ) given by uij → uji, and we are done. 
Let us investigate now the operation H → H t. We use the notion of dual of a finite
quantum group, see e.g. [11]. The result here is as follows:
Theorem 2.3. The quantum groups associated to H,H t are related by usual duality,
GHt = ĜH
provided that the quantum group GH is finite.
Proof. Our claim is that, starting from a factorization for H as in Definition 1.3 above,
we can construct a factorization for H t, as follows:
C(S+N )
piH
//
$$❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
MN (C)
C(G)
ρ
::✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉
=⇒
C(S+N)
piHt
//
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
MN (C)
C(G)∗
η
::ttttttttt
More precisely, having a factorization as the one on the left, let us set:
η(ϕ) = (ϕ(vkl))kl
wkl(x) = (ρ(x))kl
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Our claim is that η is a representation, w is a corepresentation, and the factorization
on the right holds indeed. Let us first check that η is a representation:
η(ϕψ) = (φψ(vkl))kl = ((ϕ⊗ ψ)∆(vkl))kl = (
∑
a
ϕ(vka)ψ(val))kl = η(ϕ)η(ψ)
η(ε) = (ε(vkl))kl = (δkl)kl = 1
η(ϕ∗) = (ϕ∗(vkl))kl = (ϕ(S(v∗kl)))kl = (ϕ(vlk))kl = η(ϕ)
∗
Let us check now the fact that w is a corepresentation:
(∆wkl)(x⊗ y) = wkl(xy) = ρ(xy)kl =
∑
i
ρ(x)kiρ(y)il
=
∑
i
wki(x)wil(y) = (
∑
i
wki ⊗ wil)(x⊗ y)
ε(wkl) = wkl(1) = 1kl = δkl
We check now the fact that the above diagram commutes on the generators uij:
η(wab) = (wab(vkl))kl = (ρ(vkl)ab)kl = ((P
H
kl )ab)kl = ((P
Ht
ab )kl)kl = P
Ht
ab
It remains to prove that w is magic. We have the following formula:
wa0ap(vi1j1 . . . vipjp) = (∆
(p−1)wa0ap)(vi1j1 ⊗ . . .⊗ vipjp)
=
∑
a1...ap−1
wa0a1(vi1j1) . . . wap−1ap(vipjp)
=
1
Np
∑
a1...ap−1
Hi1a0Hj1a1
Hi1a1Hj1a0
. . . . . .
Hipap−1Hjpap
HipapHjpap−1
In order to check that each wab is an idempotent, observe that we have:
w2a0ap(vi1j1 . . . vipjp) = (wa0ap ⊗ wa0ap)
∑
k1...kp
vi1k1 . . . vipkp ⊗ vk1j1 . . . vkpjp
=
1
N2p
∑
k1...kp
∑
a1...ap−1
∑
α1...αp−1
Hi1a0Hk1a1
Hi1a1Hk1a0
. . . . . .
Hipap−1Hkpap
HipapHkpap−1
Hk1a0Hj1α1
Hk1α1Hj1a0
. . . . . .
Hkpαp−1Hjpap
HkpapHjpαp−1
The point now is that when summing over k1 we obtain Nδa1α1 , then when summing
over k2 we obtain Nδa2α2 , and so on up to summing over kp−1, where we obtain Nδap−1αp−1 .
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Thus, after performing all these summations, what we are left with is:
w2a0ap(vi1j1 . . . vipjp) =
1
Np+1
∑
kp
∑
a1...ap−1
Hi1a0Hj1a1
Hi1a1Hj1a0
. . . . . .
Hipap−1Hkpap
HipapHkpap−1
· Hkpap−1Hjpap
HkpapHjpap−1
=
1
Np+1
∑
kp
∑
a1...ap−1
Hi1a0Hj1a1
Hi1a1Hj1a0
. . . . . .
Hipap−1Hjpap
HipapHjpap−1
=
1
Np
∑
a1...ap−1
Hi1a0Hj1a1
Hi1a1Hj1a0
. . . . . .
Hipap−1Hjpap
HipapHjpap−1
= wa0ap(vi1j1 . . . vipjp)
Regarding now the involutivity, the check here is simply:
w∗a0ap(vi1j1 . . . vipjp) = wa0ap(S(vipjp . . . vi1j1))
= wa0ap(vj1i1 . . . vjpip)
= w∗a0ap(vi1j1 . . . vipjp)
Finally, for checking the first “sum 1” condition, observe that we have:∑
a0
wa0ap(vi1j1 . . . vipjp) =
1
Np
∑
a0...ap−1
Hi1a0Hj1a1
Hi1a1Hj1a0
. . . . . .
Hipap−1Hjpap
HipapHjpap−1
The point now is that when summing over a0 we obtain Nδi1j1, then when summing
over a1 we obtain Nδi2j2 , and so on up to summing over ap−1, where we obtain Nδipjp.
Thus, after performing all these summations, what we are left with is:∑
a0
wa0ap(vi1j1 . . . vipjp) = δi1j1 . . . δipjp = ε(vi1j1 . . . vipjp)
The proof of the other “sum 1” condition is similar, and this finishes the proof. 
3. The truncation procedure
Let us go back now to the factorization in Definition 1.3. Regarding the Haar functional
of the quantum group G, we have the following key result, from [3]:
Proposition 3.1. We have the Cesa`ro limiting formula∫
G
= lim
k→∞
1
k
k∑
r=1
∫ r
G
where the functionals at right are by definition given by
∫ r
G
= (tr ◦ ρ)∗r.
Regarding the functionals
∫ r
G
, their evaluation is a linear algebra problem. Several
formulations of the problem were proposed in [3], and we will use here the following
formula, which appears there, but in a somewhat technical form:
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Proposition 3.2. The functionals
∫ r
G
= (tr ◦ ρ)∗r are given by∫ r
G
ua1b1 . . . uapbp = (T
r
p )a1...ap,b1...bp
where (Tp)i1...ip,j1...jp = tr(Pi1j1 . . . Pipjp), with Pij = Proj(Hi/Hj).
Proof. With as = i
0
s and bs = i
r+1
s , we have the following computation:∫ r
G
ua1b1 . . . uapbp = (tr ◦ ρ)⊗r∆(r)(ui0
1
ir+1
1
. . . ui0pir+1p )
= (tr ◦ ρ)⊗r
∑
i1
1
...irp
ui0
1
i1
1
. . . ui0pi1p ⊗ . . . . . .⊗ uir1ur+11 . . . uirpir+1p
= tr⊗r
∑
i1
1
...irp
Pi0
1
i1
1
. . . Pi0pi1p ⊗ . . . . . .⊗ Pir1ir+11 . . . Pirpir+1p
On the other hand, we have as well the following computation:
(T rp )a1...ap,b1...bp =
∑
i1
1
...irp
(Tp)i0
1
...i0p,i
1
1
...i1p
. . . . . . (Tp)ir
1
...irp,i
r+1
1
...ir+1p
=
∑
i1
1
...irp
tr(Pi0
1
i1
1
. . . Pi0pi1p) . . . . . . tr(Pir1i
r+1
1
. . . Pirpir+1p )
= tr⊗r
∑
i1
1
...irp
Pi0
1
i1
1
. . . Pi0pi1p ⊗ . . . . . .⊗ Pir1ir+11 . . . Pirpir+1p
Thus we have obtained the formula in the statement, and we are done. 
We can now define the truncations of µ, as follows:
Proposition 3.3. Let µr be the law of χ with respect to
∫ r
G
= (tr ◦ ρ)∗r.
(1) µr is a probability measure on [0, N ].
(2) We have the formula µ = limk→∞ 1k
∑k
r=1 µ
r.
(3) The moments of µr are the numbers crp = Tr(T
r
p ).
Proof. (1) The fact that µr is indeed a probability measure follows from the fact that
the linear form (tr ◦ ρ)∗r : C(G) → C is a positive unital trace, and the assertion on the
support comes from the fact that the main character χ is a sum of N projections.
(2) This follows from Proposition 3.1, i.e. from the main result in [3].
(3) This follows from Proposition 3.2 above, by summing over ai = bi. 
Let us recall now that associated to a complex Hadamard matrix H ∈ MN (C) is its
profile matrix, given by:
Qab,cd =
1
N
〈
Ha
Hb
,
Hc
Hd
〉
=
1
N
∑
i
HiaHid
HibHic
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With this notation, we have the following result:
Proposition 3.4. The measures µr have the following properties:
(1) µ0 = δN .
(2) µ1 = (1− 1
N
)δ0 +
1
N
δN .
(3) µ2 = law(S), where Sab,cd = |Qab,cd|2.
(4) For a Fourier matrix FG we have µ
1 = µ2 = . . . = µ.
Proof. We use the formula crp = Tr(T
r
p ) from Proposition 3.3 (3) above.
(1) At r = 0 we have c0p = Tr(T
0
p ) = Tr(IdNp) = N
p, so µ0 = δN .
(2) At r = 1, if we denote by J the flat matrix (1/N)ij, we have indeed:
c1p = Tr(Tp) =
∑
i1...ip
tr(Pi1i1 . . . Pipip) =
∑
i1...ip
tr(Jp) =
∑
i1...ip
tr(J) = Np−1
(3) This can be checked directly, and is also a consequence of Theorem 3.5 below.
(4) For a Fourier matrix the representation ρ producing the factorization in Definition
1.3 is well-known to be faithful, and this gives the result. 
In the general case now, we have the following result:
Theorem 3.5. We have µr = law(X), where
Xa1...ar ,b1...br = Qa1b1,a2b2 . . . Qarbr ,a1b1
where Q denotes as usual the profile matrix.
Proof. We compute the moments of µr. We first have:
crp = Tr(T
r
p ) =
∑
i1...ir
(Tp)i1i2 . . . (Tp)iri1
=
∑
i1
1
...irp
(Tp)i1
1
...i1p,i
2
1
...i2p
. . . . . . (Tp)ir
1
...irp,i
1
1
...i1p
=
∑
i1
1
...irp
tr(Pi1
1
i2
1
. . . Pi1pi2p) . . . . . . tr(Pir1i11 . . . Pirpi1p)
In terms of H , we obtain the following formula:
crp =
1
N r
∑
i1
1
...irp
∑
a1
1
...arp
(Pi1
1
i2
1
)a1
1
a1
2
. . . (Pi1pi2p)a1pa11 . . . . . . (Pir1i11)a
r
1
ar
2
. . . (Pirpi1p)arpar1
=
1
N (p+1)r
∑
i1
1
...irp
∑
a1
1
...arp
Hi1
1
a1
1
Hi2
1
a1
2
Hi1
1
a1
2
Hi2
1
a1
1
. . .
Hi1pa1pHi2pa11
Hi1pa11Hi2pa1p
. . . . . .
Hir
1
ar
1
Hi1
1
ar
2
Hir
1
ar
2
Hi1
1
ar
1
. . .
HirparpHi1par1
Hirpar1Hi1parp
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Now by changing the order of the summation, we obtain:
crp =
1
N (p+1)r
∑
a1
1
...arp
∑
i1
1
Hi1
1
a1
1
Hi1
1
ar
2
Hi1
1
a1
2
Hi1
1
ar
1
. . . . . .
∑
ir
1
Hir
1
ar−1
2
Hir
1
ar
1
Hir
1
ar−1
1
Hir
1
ar
2
. . .∑
i1p
Hi1pa1pHi1par1
Hi1pa11Hi1parp
. . . . . .
∑
irp
Hirpar−11 Hi
r
pa
r
p
Hirpar−1p Hirpa
r
1
In terms of Q, and then of the matrix X in the statement, we get:
crp =
1
N r
∑
a1
1
...arp
(Qa1
1
a1
2
,ar
1
ar
2
. . . Qar
1
ar
2
,ar−1
1
ar−1
2
) . . . . . . (Qa1pa11,arpar1 . . . Qarpar1,a
r−1
p a
r−1
1
)
=
1
N r
∑
a1
1
...arp
Xa1
1
...ar
1
,a1
2
...ar
2
. . . . . . Xa1p...arp,a11...ar1
=
1
N r
Tr(Xp) = tr(Xp)
But this gives the formula in the statement, and we are done. 
Observe that the above result covers the previous computations of µ0, µ1, µ2, and in
particular the formula of µ2 in Proposition 3.4 (3). Indeed, at r = 2 we have:
Xab,cd = Qac,bdQbd,ac = Qab,cdQab,cd = |Qab,cd|2
We will discuss in the next section some further interpretations of µr.
4. Basic properties, examples
Let us first take a closer look at the matrices X appearing in Theorem 3.5. These are
in fact Gram matrices, of certain norm one vectors:
Proposition 4.1. We have µr = law(X), with Xa1...ar ,b1...br =< ξa1...ar , ξb1...br >, where:
ξa1...ar =
1√
N
· Ha1
Ha2
⊗ . . .⊗ 1√
N
· Har
Ha1
In addition, these vectors ξa1...ar are all of norm one.
Proof. The first assertion follows from the following computation:
Xa1...ar ,b1...br =
1
N r
〈
Ha1
Hb1
,
Ha2
Hb2
〉
. . .
〈
Har
Hbr
,
Ha1
Hb1
〉
=
1
N r
〈
Ha1
Ha2
,
Hb1
Hb2
〉
. . .
〈
Har
Ha1
,
Hbr
Hb1
〉
=
1
N r
〈
Ha1
Ha2
⊗ . . .⊗ Har
Ha1
,
Hb1
Hb2
⊗ . . .⊗ Hbr
Hb1
〉
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As for the second assertion, this is clear from the formula of ξa1...ar . 
At the level of concrete examples now, we first have:
Proposition 4.2. For a Fourier matrix H = FG we have:
(1) Qab,cd = δa+d,b+c.
(2) Xa1...ar ,b1...br = δa1−b1,...,ar−br .
(3) X2 = NX, so X/N is a projection.
Proof. We use the formulae HijHik = Hi,j+k, H ij = Hi,−j and
∑
iHij = Nδj0.
(1) We have indeed the following computation:
Qab,cd =
1
N
∑
i
Hi,a+d−b−c = δa+d,b+c
(2) This follows from the following computation:
Xa1...ar ,b1...br = δa1+b2,b1+a2 . . . δar+b1,br+a1
= δa1−b1,a2−b2 . . . δar−b−r,a1−b1
= δa1−b1,...,ar−br
(3) By using the formula in (2) above, we obtain:
(X2)a1...ar ,b1...br =
∑
c1...cr
Xa1...ar ,c1...crXc1...cr ,b1...br
=
∑
c1...cr
δa1−c1,...,ar−crδc1−b1,...,cr−br
= Nδa1−b1,...,ar−br = NXa1...ar ,b1...br
Thus (X/N)2 = X/N , and since X/N is as well self-adjoint, it is a projection. 
Another situation which is elementary is the tensor product one:
Proposition 4.3. Let L = H ⊗K.
(1) QLiajb,kcld = Q
H
ij,klQ
K
ab,cd.
(2) XLi1a1...irar ,j1b1...jrbr = X
H
i1...ir ,j1...jr
XKa1...ar ,b1...br .
(3) µrL = µ
r
H ∗ µrK, for any r ≥ 0.
Proof. (1) This follows from the following computation:
QLiajb,kcld =
1
NM
∑
me
Lme,iaLme,ld
Lme,kcLme,jb
=
1
NM
∑
me
HmiKeaHmlKld
HmkKecHmjKeb
=
1
N
∑
m
HmiHml
HmkHmj
· 1
M
∑
e
KeaKed
KecKeb
= QHij,klQ
K
ab,cd
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(2) This follows from (2) above, because we have:
XLi1a1...irar ,j1b1...jrbr = Q
L
i1a1j1b1,12a2j2b2 . . . Q
L
irarjrbr ,i1a1j1b1
= QHi1j1,i2j2Q
K
a1b1,a2b2
. . . QHirjr ,i1j1Q
K
arbr,a1b1
= XHi1...ir ,j1...jrX
K
a1...ar ,b1...br
(3) This follows from (3) above, which tells us that, modulo certain standard indenti-
fications, we have XL = XH ⊗XK . 
We will be back in section 5 below to the study of concrete examples. Now let us discuss
some general duality issues. We have here:
Theorem 4.4. We have the moment/truncation duality formula∫ r
GH
( χ
N
)p
=
∫ p
GHt
( χ
N
)r
where GH , GHt are the quantum groups associated to H,H
t.
Proof. We use the following formula, from the proof of Theorem 3.5:
crp =
1
N (p+1)r
∑
i1
1
...irp
∑
a1
1
...arp
Hi1
1
a1
1
Hi2
1
a1
2
Hi1
1
a1
2
Hi2
1
a1
1
. . .
Hi1pa1pHi2pa11
Hi1pa11Hi2pa1p
. . . . . .
Hir
1
ar
1
Hi1
1
ar
2
Hir
1
ar
2
Hi1
1
ar
1
. . .
HirparpHi1par1
Hirpar1Hi1parp
By interchanging p↔ r, and by transposing as well all the summation indices, according
to the rules iyx → ixy and ayx → axy , we obtain the following formula:
cpr =
1
N (r+1)p
∑
i1
1
...irp
∑
a1
1
...arp
Hi1
1
a1
1
Hi1
2
a2
1
Hi1
1
a2
1
Hi1
2
a1
1
. . .
Hir
1
ar
1
Hir
2
a1
1
Hir
1
a1
1
Hir
2
ar
1
. . . . . .
Hi1pa1pHi11a2p
Hi1pa2pHi11a1p
. . .
HirparpHir1a1p
Hirpa1pHir1arp
Now by interchaging all the summation indices, iyx ↔ ayx, we obtain:
cpr =
1
N (r+1)p
∑
i1
1
...irp
∑
a1
1
...arp
Ha1
1
i1
1
Ha1
2
i2
1
Ha1
1
i2
1
Ha1
2
i1
1
. . .
Har
1
ir
1
Har
2
i1
1
Har
1
i1
1
Har
2
ir
1
. . . . . .
Ha1pi1pHa11i2p
Ha1pi2pHa11i1p
. . .
HarpirpHar1i1p
Harpi1pHar1irp
With H → H t, we obtain the following formula, this time for H t:
cpr =
1
N (r+1)p
∑
i1
1
...irp
∑
a1
1
...arp
Hi1
1
a1
1
Hi2
1
a1
2
Hi2
1
a1
1
Hi1
1
a1
2
. . .
Hir
1
ar
1
Hi1
1
ar
2
Hi1
1
ar
1
Hir
1
ar
2
. . . . . .
Hi1pa1pHi2pa11
Hi2pa1pHi1pa11
. . .
HirparpHi1par1
Hi1parpHirpar1
The point now is that, modulo a permutation of terms, the quantity on the right is
exactly the one as in the above formula of crp. Thus, if we denote by α this quantity:
crp(H) =
α
N (p+1)r
, cpr(H
t) =
α
N (r+1)p
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Thus we have N rcrp(H) = N
pcpr(H
t), and by dividing by Np+r, we obtain:
crp(H)
Np
=
cpr(H
t)
N r
But this gives the formula in the statement, and we are done. 
The above result shows that the normalized moments γrp =
crp
Np
are subject to the
condition γrp(H) = γ
p
r (H
t). We have the following table of γrp numbers for H :

p\r 1 2 r ∞
1 1/N 1/N 1/N 1/N
2 1/N tr(S/N)2 tr(S/N)r c2
p 1/N tr(S/N)p ? cp
∞ 1/N c2 µr(1) µ(1)


Here we have used the well-known fact that for supp(µ) ⊂ [0, 1] we have cp → µ(1),
something which is clear for discrete measures, and for continuous measures too.
Since the table for H t is transpose to the table of H , we obtain:
Proposition 4.5. µH(1) = µHt(1).
Proof. This follows indeed from Theorem 4.4, by letting p, r →∞. 
Observe that this result recovers a bit of Theorem 2.3, because we have:
Proposition 4.6. For G ⊂ S+N finite we have µ(1) = 1|G| .
Proof. The idea is to use the principal graph. So, let first Γ be an arbitrary finite graph,
with a distinguished vertex denoted 1, let A ∈ MM(0, 1) with M = |Γ| be its adjacency
matrix, set N = ||Γ||, and let ξ ∈ RM be a Perron-Frobenius eigenvector for A, known to
be unique up to multiplication by a scalar. Our claim is that we have:
lim
p→∞
(Ap)11
Np
=
ξ21
||ξ||2
Indeed, if we choose an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors (ξi), with ξ1 = ξ/||ξ||, and
write A = UDU t, with U = [ξ1 . . . ξM ] and D diagonal, then we have, as claimed:
(Ap)11 = (UD
pU t)11 =
∑
k
U21kD
p
kk ≃ U211Np =
ξ21
||ξ||2N
p
Now back to our quantum group G ⊂ S+N , let Γ be its principal graph, having as vertices
the elements r ∈ Irr(G). The moments of µ being the numbers cp = (Ap)11, we have:
µ(1) = lim
p→∞
cp
Np
= lim
p→∞
(Ap)11
Np
=
ξ21
||ξ||2
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On the other hand, it is known that with the normalization ξ1 = 1, the entries of the
Perron-Frobenius eigenvector are simply ξr = dim(r). Thus we have:
ξ21
||ξ||2 =
1∑
r dim(r)
2
=
1
|G|
Together with the above formula of µ(1), this finishes the proof. 
5. Deformed Fourier matrices
In this section we study the deformed Fourier matrices, L = FM ⊗Q FN , constructed
by Dit¸a˘ in [5]. These matrices are defined by Lia,jb = Qib(FM)ij(FN )ab.
We first have the following technical result:
Proposition 5.1. Let H = FM ⊗Q FN , and set Rxab,cd = 1M
∑
mw
mxQmaQmd
QmcQmb
.
(1) Qiajb,kcld = δa−b,c−dR
i+l−k−j
ab,cd .
(2) Xi1a1...irar ,j1b1...jrbr = δa1−b1,...,ar−brR
i1+j2−j1−i2
a1b1,a2b2
. . . Rir+j1−jr−i1arbr ,a1b1 .
Proof. First, for a general deformation H = K ⊗Q L, we have:
Qiajb,kcld =
1
MN
∑
me
Hme,iaHme,ld
Hme,kcHme,jb
=
1
MN
∑
me
QmaKmiLeaQmdKmlLld
QmcKmkLecQmbKmjLeb
=
1
M
∑
m
QmaQmd
QmcQmb
· KmiKml
KmkKmj
· 1
N
∑
e
LeaLed
LecLeb
Thus for a deformed Fourier matrix H = FM ⊗Q FN we have:
Qiajb,kcld = δa+d,b+c
1
M
∑
m
QmaQmd
QmcQmb
wm(i+l−k−j)
But this gives (1), and then (2), and we are done. 
With the above formulae in hand, we can now state and prove:
Theorem 5.2. For the matrix H = FM ⊗Q FN we have
µH = µHt
for any value of the parameter matrix Q ∈ MM×N(T).
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Proof. We use the matrices X,R constructed in Proposition 5.1 above. According to the
result in Proposition 5.1 (2), we have the following formula:
crp =
1
N r
∑
a1
1
...arp
Xa1
1
...ar
1
,a1
2
...ar
2
. . . . . .Xa1p...arp,a11...ar1
=
1
N r
∑
a1
1
...arp
∑
i1
1
...irp
δa1
1
−a1
2
,...,ar
1
−ar
2
R
i1
1
+i2
2
−i2
1
−i1
2
a1
1
a1
2
,a2
1
a2
2
. . . . . . R
ir
1
+i1
2
−i1
1
−ir
2
ar
1
ar
2
,a1
1
a1
2
. . .
δa1p−a11,...,arp−ar1R
i1p+i
2
1−i11−i2p
a1pa
1
1
,a2pa
2
1
. . . . . . R
irp+i
1
1−i1p−ir1
arpa
r
1
,a1pa
1
1
Observe that the conditions on the a indices, coming from the Kronecker symbols, state
that the columns of a = (aji ) must differ by vertical vectors of type (s, . . . , s).
Now let us compute the sum over i indices, obtained by neglecting the Kronecker
symbols. According to the formula of Rxab,cd in Proposition 5.1, this is:
S =
1
Npr
∑
i1
1
...irp
∑
m1
1
...mrp
wE(i,m)
Qm1
1
a1
1
Qm1
1
a2
2
Qm1
1
a1
2
Qm1
1
a2
1
. . . . . .
Qmr
1
ar
1
Qmr
1
a1
2
Qmr
1
ar
2
Qmr
1
a1
1
. . .
Qm1pa1pQm1pa21
Qm1pa11Qm1pa2p
. . . . . .
QmrparpQmrpa11
Qmrpar1Qmrpa1p
Here the exponent appearing at right is given by:
E(i,m) = m11(i
1
1 + i
2
2 − i21 − i12) + . . .+mr1(ir1 + i12 − i11 − ir2)
. . .
+m1p(i
1
p + i
2
1 − i2p − i11) + . . .+mrp(irp + i11 − i1p − ir1)
Now observe that this exponent can be written as:
E(i,m) = i11(m
1
1 −mr1 −m1p +mrp) + . . .+ ir1(mr1 −mr−11 −mrp +mr−1p )
. . .
+i1p(m
1
p −mrp −m1p−1 +mrp−1) + . . .+ irp(mrp −mr−1p −mrp−1 +mr−1p−1)
With this formula in hand, we can perform the sum over the i indices, and the point
if that the resulting condition on the m indices will be exactly the same as the above-
mentioned condition on the a indices. Thus, we obtain a formula as follows, where ∆(.)
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is a certain product of Kronecker symbols:
crp =
1
N r
∑
a1
1
...arp
∑
m1
1
...mrp
∆(a)∆(m)
Qm1
1
a1
1
Qm1
1
a2
2
Qm1
1
a1
2
Qm1
1
a2
1
. . . . . .
Qmr
1
ar
1
Qmr
1
a1
2
Qmr
1
ar
2
Qmr
1
a1
1
. . .
Qm1pa1pQm1pa21
Qm1pa11Qm1pa2p
. . . . . .
QmrparpQmrpa11
Qmrpar1Qmrpa1p
The point now is that when replacing H = FM ⊗Q FN with its transpose matrix,
H t = FN ⊗Qt FM , we will obtain exactly the same formula, with Q replaced by Qt. But,
with ayx ↔ myx, this latter formula will be exactly the one above, and we are done. 
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